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Stealthbox®

I N S T A L L A T I O N  G U I D E
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for the

SB-MIN-COOPD/10W3
(Fits 2002-Up Cooper and Cooper S)

This Stealthbox is a product which
requires professional installation skills 
and tools.

Please read this installation guide
thoroughly before beginning the project.
It will guide you step by step through the
installation. Several of the steps in this
process may require two people to
accomplish.

It is absolutely vital that the enclosure
be properly mounted to the vehicle
according to these instructions. Failure
to mount the enclosure properly pres-
ents two problems: 1) The sub-bass
performance will suffer due to the
movement of the enclosure caused by
the force exerted by the woofer(s) and
2) A loose enclosure presents a serious
safety hazard in the event of a collision
or sudden deceleration.

Please enjoy your JL Audio Stealthbox
responsibly.

STEP 1: Remove the cargo security shelf and
lower the rear seats.

STEP 2: With a 10mm socket, loosen the
bolt that is found in the middle of the two
rear seats.

*Warning* Only loosen the bolt with 11 full
turns. If fully removed, you will loose the inter-
nal nut and will not be able to reinstall the
seat back into the car.

STEP 3: With the 10mm bolt loose, push the
jaw hinge the towards front of the car.

There is a collar that is part of the jaw hinge
that the bolt tightens onto.This collar needs to
pass from under the loosened bolt, so it is
fully exposed.

When properly done, the collar will be above
the loose bolt (as shown in the picture
above).

STEP 4: With the rear seats down and the
hinge loose, pull up on the right lower corner
of the driver’s side rear seat.This will remove
the seat from the middle jaw hinge.

STEP 5: The metal post on the left of the
seat has a roll pin.This roll pin has to find the
release opening from the side panel catch.

Slowly erect the rear seat and gently pull
towards the passenger side of the car. Feel for
the release opening.

Remove seat from car.

*Warning* The metal post and roll pin is
sharp and will scratch the interior plastic if you
are not careful.

STEP 6: With a razor knife, cut the carpet on
the upper left rear corner (as shown in the
picture above).

The cut needs to line up above the front fac-
tory cargo loop and continue to the side
panel.

After the carpet is cut, it should be a flap. Fold
this flap under the carpet.

Remove the factory carpet hold down pin.
This is located left of the cargo loop.
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STEP 7: With the flap tucked under the carpet,

remove the factory Torx® head bolt with a T-40
socket.

Also replace the carpet pin that was removed in
STEP 6.

STEP 11: With a 3/8” drill bit, drill a hole where
the mark was made in STEP 9.
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STEP 8: Place the Stealthbox in the car, in the area
of the installation.

On the rear of the Stealthbox there is a hook
bracket.This hook bracket needs to hook into the
factory cargo loop, found on the rear wall of the
cargo area

STEP 12a: Place the supplied threaded insert
into the hole drilled in Step 11. You will need to tap
the insert into place.

There are two ways to secure the threaded insert
to the drilled hole.The first and recommended
method is to use the correct insert tool, as shown in
the picture above.
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STEP 12b: If you do not have the threaded insert
tool, here is an alternative method:

STEP 12b1: With the threaded insert in the
drilled hole (STEP 11), apply the 1/2” flat washer,
3/8” nut and then the 1/2” lock washer onto the 1
1/4” allen head bolt in this order. These materials
are not intended to thread onto the bolt.

STEP 12b2: Thread the assembly into threaded
insert. Once hand tight, use a 3/16” allen head
wrench to fully tighten bolt assembly. Once fully
tightened, back out the bolt assembly from threaded
insert.When done properly the insert should not
rotate.

STEP 13: Run speaker wire to the location of the
terminal and check for proper function of the
woofer. Place the Stealthbox back into the mount-
ing location.The rear hook bracket latches to the
factory cargo loop.The front bracket lines up with
the factory hole and threaded insert.

Tighten the factory T-40 Torx® bolt in the factory
location. Replace the lock washer then the flat
washer onto the supplied 1 1/4” allen head bolt(that
was used in STEP12) in that order. Use an 3/16”
allen wrench to tighten the supplied bolt down into
the threaded insert.

STEP 9: The front bracket found on the
Stealthbox needs to line up with the hole that the
T-40Torx® head bolt was removed from in STEP 7.

Tighten the T-40 Torx® bolt and mark the second
hole location.

With the second hole marked, remove the
Stealthbox from the car.

STEP 10: With the Stealthbox out of the car,
remove the side door. Remove the tool pouch (can
be relocated on passenger’s side). Adhere the sup-
plied foam tape to the inner lip of side door. Place
side door back into factory location.
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Specifications:
Enclosure Type: Acoustic Suspension (Sealed) 
Driver Type: 10W3v2-D2
Nominal Impedance: 4Ω
Cont. Power Handling: 300Watts

JL Audio recommends using a high quality amplifier such as the JL Audio 250/1. The diagram below shows the recommended
crossover, infrasonic filter and equalizer settings for the 250/1 when being used to power your Stealthbox®.

Included Hardware:
(1) 1/4-inch lock washer 
(1) 1/4-inch flat washer
(1) 14-20 rivet nut (threaded insert)
(1) 3/8-inch nut
(1) 1/4-20 X 1 1/4- inch socket cap screw
(1) Strip of foam tape

10369 N. Commerce Pkwy, Miramar, Florida 33025-392      Phone: 954.443.1100     Fax: 954.443.1111

JL AUDIO 250/1
monoblock subwoofer amplifier

Amplifier Input Section

Input Sens.Input Voltage

Low/High

Left Ch. Right Ch.

Signal Sensing

Off/On

Output Mode

Full-Range/Low-Pass/High-Pass

Left Ch. Right Ch.

Amp LP Filter

Mode/Slope

Off/12dB/24dB

Filter Freq. (Hz)

Bass Control

LF Boost (dB)

Off/30Hz

Infrasonic Filter

+1 +13

+3
+7

+10

Preamp Output Section+12VDC Ground Remote

The JL Audio 250/1 is a very versatile audio component. Please consult the owner’s manual for detailed information
about installing and tuning this amplifier.
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STEP 14: Place the driver’s side rear seat back
into place. Feel for the opening in the side panel for
the roll pin to insert on the driver’s side of the seat.
Drop the passenger side of rear seat into the middle
jaw hinge.

STEP 15: When the rear seat is dropped into the
middle hinge, the hinge should latch back into place.
If it does not, pull the hinge towards the rear of the
car. The collar part of the hinge needs to be
between the loose bolt and the hinge mount.
Tighten bolt with 10mm socket.

STEP 16: Place the factory cargo security shelf
back into car. Clean up any mess and properly set
up the amplifier.
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Mid/High Frequency Driver Information:

CONGRATULATIONS!
INSTALL COMPLETE.

XR525-CSi

TR690-TXi

Front Location Driver Size:
5.25”

Applicable JL Audio Products:
TR525-CSi,VR525-CSi, XR525-CSi        

Rear Location Driver Size:
6” x 9”

Applicable JL Audio Products:
TR690-TXi
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